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Here you can find the menu of The Olive Tree in Herefordshire, County of. At the moment, there are 17 meals
and drinks on the menu. You can inquire about changing offers via phone. What Wendy Brown likes about The

Olive Tree:
As we hopefully get back to normal' after the worst of Covid, we went back to one of our favourite restaurants.
The food is as good as it has ever been perhaps even better. One of the best features at the Olive tree is...that
not only the quality being absolutely superb but portion sizes are excellent quite a rare combination nowadays.

Absolute tops for FLAVOUR !! Srvice is outstanding from some great waiting staff,... read more. When the
weather conditions is good you can also eat and drink outside, And into the accessible rooms also come visitors

with wheelchairs or physiological disabilities. What   doesn't like about The Olive Tree:
we visited the olive tree at many locations and had an excellent, fast service. but tonight we waited for minutes
for our main course. when we complained, we met with a trace of excuse and aggression. we arrived and finally
wanted to ask someone to take our job. our garlauchbrot arrived without problems and our head came back, we
had to ask where it was. both waitresses with whom we spoke took the attitude that this... read more. If you want
to a cocktail after work and hang out with friends, The Olive Tree from Herefordshire, County of is a good bar,

and you can look forward to the fine typical seafood cuisine. Of course, there's also delicious pizza, baked
straight from the oven according to original recipes.
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Opening Hours:
Sunday 12:00-14:30 17:30-21:00
Monday 17:30-21:00
Tuesday 17:30-21:00
Wednesday 17:30-21:00
Thursday 17:30-21:00
Friday 17:30-21:00 12:00-14:30
Saturday 17:30-21:00
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